FEEL THE EXPERIENCE WITH EPIC HOME THEATRES FROM THE EXPERTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Your home theatre awaits...

SHOP ONLINE AT:

westcoasthifi.com.au

Bring the family together for the
Big Game and those Hollywood
moments… Even better, you can
run it all from a simple App.

YOUR PLACE DESERVES A HOME THEATRE!
Most people have the perfect room for a Home Theatre, but simply
don’t know where to start or think it’ll be too expensive.
Come into our showroom today and discover what’s possible

very best home entertainment system for you and your budget.

with the very latest in home entertainment.

All quotes are obligation free. Simply call or email us today to

We have working displays and home theatre rooms for you to

setup an appointment.

explore, experience, and easily compare. Paired with our staffs

As the ‘Experts in Home Cinema’ we have our own team of

experience and expert knowledge, we can help create the perfect

industry leading installers who will have you up and running with

home theatre for you.

minimal fuss. Our team of installers will deliver, professionally

If you require something more tailored, we can come to you for

install and even show you how to operate.

a free measure and quote at a time that’s suits! From there we

All that’s left is for you to sit back, relax and enjoy quality vision

can customise and plan the perfect installation and advise the

and sound like never before.

Lay-by and Interest Free Finance Available

ACOUSTIC WALL CURTAINS

Come in store to check out our amazing
VIP products or arrange a FREE on-site
quotation in your home cinema.
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Acoustic Wall Curtains are perfect for blocking
out sound and light, and can be motorised
allowing you to control them from your
smart phone or tablet. Made of heavy duty,
acoustically absorbent fabrics to keep the
sound in your home theatre, not next door.
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A

EPSON

	FULL HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW5700)
B

DENON

	AVR-X550 5.2CH 4K A/V RECEIVER
WITH BLUETOOTH
C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX
	

PACKAGE ONE

& BLU-RAY PLAYER

Samsung 65” 4K Ultra HD LED LCD
Smart TV and Denon Home Cinema

D

POLK AUDIO
FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (T50)
CENTRE SPEAKER (T30)
SUBWOOFER (PSW111)

Unleash dynamic multimedia entertainment and get true,
wide range, high fidelity audio from your favourite TV
shows, movies and favourite music tracks.
4K ULTRA HD LED LCD SMART TV
OPTIMIZED BACKLIGHT CONTROL
MULTI HDR SUPPORT
BI-AMPLIFIED MID-WOOFERS
WIRELESS SUBWOOFER

CHOICE OF:

IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (PAIR) (V60)
OR BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

(T15)

RRP $7,469
NOW

$

$2,999

A

B

C

6,495

FULLY
INSTALLED*

D

EPSON

PACKAGE TWO

B

Samsung 75" 4K Ultra HD LED LCD Smart TV,
Sonos Arc Sound Bar and Subwoofer.

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	

Enjoy an immersive, cinematic 4K viewing experience at home with the
Samsung 75-inch Smart TV. Then bring it to life with the Sonos Arc sound bar
and subwoofer.
PREMIUM 4K ULTRA HD LED LCD SMART TV
SMART HUB STREAMING SERVICE ACCESS
BUILT IN WIFI, BLUETOOTH AND USB SUPPORT
VOICE CONTROL
WIRELESS SUBWOOFER

NOW

DENON

	7.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER WITH
WI-FI, BLUETOOTH & HEOS (AVR-X1600)

S MART NETWORK BLU-RAY PLAYER
D

	POLK AUDIO
FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (S50)
CENTRE SPEAKER (S30)
SUBWOOFER (HTS10)
IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (V60)

$4,097

RRP $11,468

$8,995
A
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IMPRESS ATMOS

A

	FULL UHD 4K 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW7100)

Home Theatre Package

Our best selling theatre package lets you
enjoy Dolby Atmos in your home with a
full HD projector and 110” screen. Perfect
for movies, sport and gaming.

4

ACTION

Our best value complete home theatre
package includes everything you need to
enjoy an epic big screen surround sound
experience in your own home.

Home Theatre Package

Living Room Packages

B

C

FULLY
INSTALLED*

D
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Home Theatre Package

STEALTH

A
A

EPSON

	4K ULTRA HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW7100)
B

B

DENON

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	

PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &

B LU-RAY PVR WITH NETFLIX

BLU-RAY PLAYER WITH NETFLIX
D

D

POLK AUDIO

RRP $10,894

B

C

$9,995
A

B

C

D

EPSON

A

4K ULTRA HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW7100)
B

YAMAHA

B

	7.2CH A/V RECEIVER WITH WI-FI
& MUSICCAST (RX-V6A)

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER
U

B LU-RAY PLAYER WITH NETFLIX

BOWERS & WILKINS
3X SATELLITE SPEAKERS (M1)
10” ACTIVE SUBWOOFER (ASW610)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CCM665)

$9,995

DENON
7.2CH A/V RECEIVER WITH WIFI,
BLUETOOTH & HEOS (AVR-X1600H)

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	

D

EPSON

	4K ULTRA HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW7100)

D

KLIPSCH
3X LCR SPEAKER (RP-640D)
12” SUBWOOFER (R-120SW)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKER (CS-16C II)

FULLY
INSTALLED*

RRP $16,495

$12,995

A

6
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B

C

D

INVISIBLE

Feel every breathtakingly realistic 3D
sound from a discrete invisible system.
The epic LCR Speakers hide behind a
specially designed perforated screen
to give you an amazing distraction free
sound experience.

Perfect for those with a smaller media
room or doesn’t want the clutter of big
speakers. The designer pack is discrete yet
mighty. Offering a sleek minimalist look
with plenty under the hood.
A

FULLY
INSTALLED*

Home Theatre Package

DESIGNER

RRP $11,494

FULLY
INSTALLED*

D

Home Theatre Package

A

KLIPSCH

	FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (R-820F)
CENTRE SPEAKER (R-52C)
12” SUBWOOFER (R-120SW)
4X IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CS-16C II)

	3X IN-CEILING SPEAKER (VS90RT)
2X IN-CEILING SPEAKER (V60)
10” SUBWOOFER (HTS10)

$8,995

DENON
7.2CH 8K A/V RECEIVER
WITH HEOS (AVR-X2700)

7.2CH A/V RECEIVER WITH WIFI,
BLUETOOTH & HEOS (AVR-X1600H)
C

EPSON

	4K ULTRA HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW7100)

NO BULL $#!%

There is only one way to really enjoy
all the skull cracking, gun fighting and
wild explosions of the latest movie
blockbuster - and that’s with a Klipsch
home theatre speaker system.

Home Theatre Package

This package is designed for anyone who
wishes to avoid the clutter of big speakers
in their theatre room without loosing the
breath taking quality sound they deliver.
Guaranteed to strike any unsuspecting
guest with jaw dropping performance.

A

B

C

FULLY
INSTALLED

D
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Home Theatre Package

IMPRESS CINEMASCOPE ATMOS

EXPERIENCE TRUE
CINEMASCOPE
WIDE SCREEN
Don’t miss out on true wide screen cinema experience or put
up with black bars top and bottom with a regular 16:9 screen.
Watch 2.35 movies how they were intended to be seen, in true
cinematic wide screen with a 2.35:1 Cinemascope Screen.

8
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Our cinemascope packages are perfect for
people who love a night at the movies. With
a cinemascope screen, you’ll no longer
have to view your favourite film with black
bars top and bottom. Enjoy it the way it
was meant to be seen - in full widescreen.
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A

E
SCRE

DENON

• ACOUSTIC TREATMENT & WALL ART

7.2CH A/V RECEIVER WITH WIFI,
BLUETOOTH & HEOS (AVR-X1600H)

• STARLIGHT CEILINGS

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER
U
D

If you really want to bring the cinema experience home
then our VIP cinema upgrades are what you’re looking for.
• LUXURY HOME THEATRE SEATING

EPSON

	4K PRO-UHD PROJECTOR (EH-TW9400)
B

Step up to the VIP
cinema experience

• ACOUSTIC WALL CURTAINS
• GLOW SCREENS

	POLK AUDIO
FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS (SIGNATURE S50)
CENTRE SPEAKER (SIGNATURE S30)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (V60)
10” SUBWOOFER (HTS-10)

RRP $13,798

$10,995

2.35:1 CINEMASCOPE SCREEN

FULLY
INSTALLED*

LUXURY HOME
THEATRE SEATING
64” TV - REGULAR 16:9 SCREEN

SIZE
DOES
MATTER!

Nothing dampens an entertainment experience quite like an uncomfortable seat,
so it only makes sense to make your home theatre seating the best seats in the
house! Our range of luxury home theatre seating comes packed with features,
from power reclining, storage space and cup holders, to power headrests, USB
ports, removable trays and an exclusive zipped in ‘crumb catcher’ lining to make
cleaning up easy. Available in a variety of styles and finishes.

Beverage Coolers standard
on most models!

DEMO
IN-STORE

TODAY
WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE
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Home Theatre Package

BLOCKBUSTER

EPSON

A

	4K PRO-UHD PROJECTOR (EH-TW9400)
B

MARANTZ

B YAMAHA
7.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER WITH
	

	7.2 CHANNEL 8K A/V RECEIVER (SR5015)

DOLBY ATMOS

PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
U LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER
C

D

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB420)
U

BOWERS AND WILKINS

	FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (603 S2)
CENTRE SPEAKER (HTM6 S2)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CCM665)
10” SUBWOOFER (ASW610)

D

A

B

C

$15,495

RRP $23,776

FULLY
INSTALLED

$19,995

D

A

B

C

D

The Epic 4K pack wasn’t ‘epic’ enough
for you? Why not go XL? This package
represents an almighty upgrade on the
already EPIC DOLBY ATMOS package.

INCH E)
130
WID
3M

(OVER ASCOPE
NEM
CI

Fills the Home Cinema with Breathtaking Sound
Sound comes from all directions, including overhead, to fill
the cinema with astonishing clarity, richness, detail, & depth.

With Dolby Atmos you are transported from an ordinary
moment into an extraordinary experience with captivating,
multi-dimensional sound that fills your room with amazing
richness and depth. Music, people and things come alive
in breathtaking detail and flow in precise choreography all
around you, making you feel like you are truly there.

Creates a Powerfully Moving Entertainment Experience
It's sound that excites your senses and inspires your emotions
to deliver the full impact of entertainment.

Welcome to a world of sound that delivers the full impact of
entertainment – it will move your mind, body, and soul like
no other.
WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE

EN

SCRE

A

SONY

	ULTRA HD 4K PROJECTOR (VPL-VW590ES)
B

DENON
9.2 CHANNEL 8K DOLBY ATMOS
A/V RECEIVER (AVC-X3700H)

Puts Sounds into Motion All Around You
The sounds of the on-screen story move all around you in 3D
space so you feel like you're inside the action.

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB420)
U
D

BOWERS & WILKINS
FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (603)
12” CENTRE SPEAKER (HTM6 S2)
10” SUBWOOFER (ASW610XP)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CCM684)

The end result of all this is a more involving and pinpoint
accurate experience than conventional 5.1 or 7.1 could ever
offer. Instead of effects simply appearing behind or beside
you, Atmos delivers a 3D reproduction of effects such as an
airplane flying overhead, the utter sonic immersion of being
in a jungle, or something as simple as the rain falling.

RRP $29,305
NOW

A

10

FULLY
INSTALLED*

B

C

$24,995

FULLY
INSTALLED

EPIC XL 4K DOLBY
ATMOS Home Theatre Package

Hear the whole picture.

Dolby Atmos is a unique technology where speakers
are placed overhead, with a multi-layer approach to the
sound design. On top of the conventional channel-based
soundtrack, object-oriented mixing is used to layer dynamic
sound elements, so regardless of the cinema’s speaker setup,
independent sound elements can move around freely in a
three-dimensional space.

	BOWERS & WILKINS

	FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS (603 S2)
CENTRE SPEAKER (HTM6 S2)
10” SUBWOOFER (ASW610)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CCM665)

RRP $18,948
NOW

SONY

	ULTRA HD 4K PROJECTOR (VPL-VW270ES)

EPIC 4K DOLBY ATMOS

A

This package represents an upgrade on
the BLOCKBUSTER package. With 7.1ch
sound, Ultra HD 4K images and a massive
120Inch wide screen - you’ll enjoy every
moment of your cinema experience.

Home Theatre Package

With Epson’s leading colour accuracy
and brilliant contrast combined with the
leading class Bowers & Wilkins speaker
package, this system delivers a truly
blockbuster experience.

D
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Home Theatre Package

KLIPSCH ATMOS

SONY

	ULTRA HD 4K PROJECTOR (VPL-VW590ES)
B

A

DENON

	9.2CH 8K A/V RECEIVER (AVR-X4700H)

B

MARANTZ

	9.2 CHANNEL A/V RECEIVER
WITH DOLBY ATMOS (SR6015)

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB820)
U
D

SONY

	ULTRA HD 4K PROJECTOR (VPL-VW270ES)

C PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB820)
U

KLIPSCH
FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (RP-8000F)
CENTRE SPEAKER (RP-504C)
12” SUBWOOFER (SPL-120)
2X PAIR SURROUND SPEAKERS (RP-502S)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (PRO-160RPC)

D

	BOWERS & WILKINS

	FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS (703 S2)
CENTRE SPEAKER (HTM72 S2)
10” SUBWOOFER (DB4S)
3X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CCM684)

HOLLYWOOD ATMOS

A

Bring the big screen home with the amazing
Hollywood Pack. The Marantz 9.2ch receiver
provides plenty of power to drive the Bowers
and Wilkins 700 Series speakers. Guaranteed
to deliver a sledgehammer punch during all
the action scenes.

Home Theatre Package

The first time you experience Klipsch
signature sound – your life will never be
the same. Prepare to be engulfed in an
intense audio environment every time you
watch a movie or listen to music.

RRP $33,495
NOW
A

AFTER

D

RRP $33,594
A

B

C

NOW

D

$29,995

FULLY
INSTALLED

Transform your living room into the live rock
concert, blockbuster movie, or an intimate
jazz club with the Legend pack.
This Pack features a full array of audio candy
and takes you far beyond the traditional and
into the legendary!
A

EPSON

	FULL HD 3D PROJECTOR (EH-TW9400)
B DENON
11.2 CHANNEL 8K A/V RECEIVER
	

WITH HEOS (AVC-6700H)

PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB820)
U
C

D

LEGEND

Enjoy sharper and crisper images that are
naturally easy on the eye with a professional
colour calibration in your home. Tuning your
new projector or Smart TV to your homes
light conditions will also ensure longer life
and less stress on components.

BEFORE

C

FULLY
INSTALLED

Home Theatre Package

PRO-COLOUR
CALIBRATION

B

$27,995

POLK AUDIO

	FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS (L600)
CENTRE SPEAKER (L400)
2X 12” SUBWOOFER (HTS12)
2X SURROUND SPEAKERS (FX4I)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (FX4I)

RRP $38,495
NOW

12
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$31,995

FULLY
INSTALLED

WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE
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Home Theatre Package

THE CONCERTO

This system doesn’t just speak for itself,
it demands that you to sit down and pay
attention! And for good reason.
It boasts a massive 130” Cinemascope
Screen, the latest Ultra HD Projector
from Sony AND a fully immersive Dolby
surround sound system by Bowers and
Wilkins. All this driven by the power
house Anthem Receiver. Brace yourself,
your in for an experience!
A

SONY

	ULTRA HD 3D PROJECTOR (VPLVW590ES)
B

ANTHEM

	15.2 CHANNEL DOLBY ATMOS
A/V RECEIVER (MRX 1140)

PANASONIC
H D DIGITAL SET TOP BOX &
	
 LTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER (DP-UB820)
U
C

D

RRP $38,495
NOW

14
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B

C

The application of Acoustic sound treatment can dramatically improve
the acoustics of any home theatre. There are a range of colours and
finishes for each panel, allowing you to find the perfect balance of
elegance and functionality. They can even be matched to your audio/
video equipment and room decor.
Take your styling further and match your acoustic treatment with a high
quality Macro wallpaper. Ideal for both for residential and commercial
applications, each design can be customised to fit any wall size and style.

BOWERS AND WILKINS
FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS (703 S2)
CENTRE SPEAKER (HTM72 S2)
BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS (607S2)
2X PAIR IN-CEILING SPEAKERS (CCM684)
CLASS ‘D’ SUBWOOFER (DBS4)

A

ACOUSTIC TREATMENT
AND WALL ART

$31,995

FULLY
INSTALLED

Next Level Acoustic
Design Service
For guaranteed excellence,
have our audio engineer
personalise your acoustic
design to professional
specification & calibrate
your audio/visual equipment
to the highest quality.

D

GLOW SCREENS

STARLIGHT CEILINGS

Give your cinema screen the attention it deserves by adding an attention grabbing LED

Raise the curtain on a whole new level of movie viewing with a Starlight Ceiling. The fibre optic starlights

light behind it. Now you can fully complement your home cinema’s design and décor whilst

are installed into acoustic panels for a more sound conscious environment and then arranged for optimal

dramatically enhancing the room’s ambiance. Glow Screens are available as an option on any

aesthetic impact. So not only will your starlight ceiling look amazing, it will also help acoustically treat

of our Cinemascope or Standard Fixed Frame screens in a variety of colours and settings.

your room, enhancing the sound and atmosphere of your home theatre.

WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE
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TAKE CONTROL IN YOUR HOME WITH

CREATE A
HOME THAT
CATERS TO YOU
Many people think home automation will allow you to turn on the
TV, lower the blinds, and select the right inputs with a button press.
While this is true, what truly separates Control 4 from the rest is in
how it interacts without you telling it what you want.
Imagine your air conditioner automatically turning on during a hot
day, just as you’re leaving work. Allowing your home to be perfectly
comfortable by the time you get there.
What if your hallway and bathroom lights could automatically turn
on at 20% brightness during those midnight bathroom breaks?
How good would it be if your home could turn off lights, lock doors,
lower shutters and arm the alarm automatically as you leave each
day? Or receive a notification when your children get home; or even
simulate your living habits when you are away on holiday (lights
turn on and off, music plays, etc).
All this and more is possible with Control4 from West Coast HiFi.
Come in-store and let us demonstrate the infinite possibilities.

HOME THEATRE

EVERY ROOM AUDIO

Ready to impress your guests? Press the ‘movie’ button on your
remote and the projector screen descends, the Blu-Ray player
fires up, the surround sound is activated and the lights dim. Add
some immersive, high-resolution audio and high-definition video
and you’ll have a jaw-dropping home cinema that rivals any
commercial cinema.

Stream high-resolution music anywhere, or everywhere. Wake up in
the morning listening to your favourite Pandora channel, or walk in
the door at the end of a long day to your favourite Spotify playlist.
With our Triad audio solutions, you’ll enjoy an elevated sound
experience anywhere from the kitchen to the pergola.

VOICE-CONTROLLED LIGHTING

How would you like to control and interact with your home? A
hand held remote for your video experience, a touch screen to
browse and play music, or a keypad to manage lights, shades,
audio and more? Or would you prefer no interface at all, and rather
use voice control? Whatever your choice, we can make it easy.

Ask Alexa to light the way when you walk into the house with your
arms full. Set the mood by asking Alexa to lower the dining room
lights to 40%. Or turn off every light at once from the comfort of
your bed when it’s time to turn in.

BLINDS & SHADES

INTERCOM ANYWHERE

Raise, lower or tilt individual window coverings or a grouping of
motorised blinds or shades in your home. Control4 works with some
of the world’s leading shade manufacturers to ensure a seamless
experience through manual control or by automated settings.

You’re overseas and someone needs urgent access to your home.
No problem. When they press the intercom on your gate or front
door you can give them instant access using your smart phone or
tablet. Or use it to call any touchscreen in the home to see how
your kids are doing. It’s the perfect blend of peace of mind and
home control.

MULTI-ROOM VIDEO
Deliver superior sound, stunning video and an incredible
entertainment experience in every room throughout the house.
Share your entire movie library, streaming video and satellite
channels in every room with no need for set-top boxes and
multiple video sources.

16
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BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

Keep intruders at bay
with automated lights
and AV gear that make
it look like you’re home,
even when you’re not.

Ensure energy
efficiency and
security with timers
and motion sensors
that automatically
control lighting.

There are lots of ‘smart’ products available today, but it isn’t until all of your devices work together in
orchestration that you experience the real magic of a smart home. With Control4 you can coordinate
all the technology in your home into a single system with one-touch control.

INTERFACE

Enjoy peace of mind
with automated
locks, cameras and
alarm systems.

Thermostats can be
adjusted remotely to suit
your ideal temp on arrival.

Access and stream
video on any TV or
Projector.
Enjoy total control over all
your devices from a touch
screen, app or remote.

Stream Music from
virtually any source to
every room in the house.

Dim the lights, ignite the
fireplace and lower the
shades in one touch.

WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE
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Commercial installations?
Yes, we’re experts in that too.

We will take the time to show you what is on offer, what system will suit your
needs, answer any questions you have and give you an informed unbiased opinion.
OFFICE & BOARDROOMS
Impress your clients and your colleagues
with the latest in office automation and audio
visual technology. We can take the hassle
out of getting connected, projecting data,
conferencing and communicating with a tailored solution to suit your needs.

Commercial Solutions
Professional
Installation

Experienced
Staff Members

Tailored Advice
and Solutions

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

Make your presentations come alive in the boardroom. Create

18

DO YOUR WORK JUSTICE

for any corporate or commercial situation. From the boardroom to

dedicated music zones throughout the workplace. Inform and entertain

Create the best experience in your business

the coffee shop, We can advise, plan, schedule, deliver, professionally

with projected, large or multiple screen vision and sound systems.

facility with West Coast Hi-Fi. We’ve been

install and provide operating advice. Whatever your corporate or

From security, energy management, lighting and climate control to

commercial needs, we can tailor a solution to suit you.

multi-room audio and vision; discover full workplace integration that’s
all connected & easy to use.

WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE

With years of commercial experience we
understand the specialised needs to help
integrate electronic work flow into your
classrooms and lecture theatres, supply
and install touch screens and PA systems with discrete ceiling speakers,
enhance your presentations with projectors and screens, and more.

FITNESS AND RECREATION

Entertain, inform and increase performance with a tailored audio/video solution from West Coast HiFi
At West Coast HiFi we design and install custom audio visual solutions

SPORTS AND EDUCATION

designing and installing custom audio
visual solutions for over 30 years.

The gym or rec centre is no place for lame
AV equipment. You need a robust system
designed to take the knocks and move
people. Whatever your needs, from group
fitness audio systems and background music, to custom screen mounts
and portable management systems, we can help.

WE ONLY USE THE BEST &
MOST TRUSTED BRANDS

RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY
With the rapid rise of e-commerce, retailers
are looking for new and innovative ways to
engage with customers; new ways to entice
them in store.
It all starts by creating an inviting environment. The right combination of
audio, visual and lighting can transform your venue/store and enhance
your customer experience. Discrete in-ceiling speakers add to a seamless
audio environment, while big screen displays, digital signage, LED
lighting and even DJ equipment further emphasise the desired result.
Hospitality is no different. From the conference room to the presidential
suite; we can create an amazing experience for your guests.
We can even help deliver a more streamlined service for your guests.
From the latest teleconference system for your corporate guests to a
digital concierge, smart in-room technology for guest rooms, state-ofthe-art audio solutions and even rooftop cinemas. Whatever you need,
our commercial installation experts have the experience to create a
solution to suit your unique requirements.
Add comfort and piece of mind with automated climate control, lighting,
security and surveillance systems.

GET A FREE ON-SITE
CONSULTATION
AND QUOTE.
WEST COAST HIFI | 2021 C ATALOGUE
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What makes us the experts in home entertainment?
West Coast HiFi has been locally owned and operating for more than 25 years. All our staff
have in-depth product knowledge, as well as the expertise to assess what will best suit each
customer’s needs based on individual circumstances and budget. With our experienced

audio-visual team we are perfectly placed to ensure that you get the right advice and the
right product selection to create the perfect in-home experience. Come visit us today and
discover why we’re the number 1 choice for audio visual entertainment solutions.

THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE WAYS WE MAKE YOUR WEST COAST HIFI EXPERIENCE BETTER.
BEST PRICE
GUARANTEE

BEST PRICE
GUARANTEE

Should you ever find a competitor
offering the same item advertised
at a lower price - and available
in a physical store in Western
Australia - we’ll match that price.
Guaranteed.**

ULTIMATE IN-STORE
EXPERIENCE
To ensure you get the right
solution for your home, we
created sound rooms in our
stores so you can test for sound
quality, detail and balance,
and appreciate the design and
functionality of the products and
brands we offer.

24 MONTHS
INTEREST FREE
West Coast HiFi offer a range
of finance options to suit your
needs. Our 24 Months Interest
Free option is available all year.
Alternative options exist and
vary at different times of the year.
Please ask our sales team for
assistance.

CLEARANCE
CENTRE
Every day of the year, our stores
offer a range of clearance items
with massive savings across a
broad selection of brands and
products. Each store carries
different clearance stock at
any one time. Check out the
Clearance Centre on our website
or ask in-store.

PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION TEAM
As the ‘Experts in Home Cinema’
we have our own teams of
professional installers who can
deliver, set up and install your
new home cinema and help with
operating advice to give you the
ultimate home entertainment
experience.

FREE IN-HOME
CONSULTATION
With our obligation-free initial
consultation, our audio-visual
specialists offer unbiased
recommendations and solutions
that ensure the final result is
unique to you, your environment
and lifestyle.









Notes








**Guarantee applies where the other retailer’s final price, inclusive of delivery, taxes, fees and charges, is lower than our price on the day that the price guarantee is requested and that the item is available in a West Coast HiFi store.

SHOP ONLINE AT:

westcoasthifi.com.au

SHOP IN-STORE FOR EXPERT ADVICE:
CANNINGTON 1456 Albany Hwy, 9356 2177 (SUN 11am–4pm)
JOONDALUP 5/182 Winton Rd, 9300 0601 (SUN 11am–4pm)
MALAGA 643 Marshall Rd, 9248 3111 (SUN 11am–4pm)

MIDLAND Cnr Clayton & Lloyd St, 9374 0388 (SUN 11am–4pm)
O’CONNOR 289 Stock Rd, 9331 4711 (SUN 12–4pm)
OSBORNE PARK 443 Scarborough Beach Rd, 9443 5553
ROCKINGHAM 4/4 Cessnock Way, 9527 7474

Not all stores stock all products, however we will attempt to acquire. Pics for illustration purpose only. Discounted prices are off RRP. ^Terms and conditions apply, see in-store for details. *In-Home Installation conditions apply, see in-store for details. Metro area only.

